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Commentary: Rushed Senate Consideration of Cassidy-
Graham Would Be Designed to Hide Bill’s Severe Flaws  

By Jacob Leibenluft 
 
Congressional Republicans are making a last-ditch effort to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 

through their latest plan, from Senators Bill Cassidy and Lindsey Graham, and reportedly are close 
to securing the votes of 50 senators needed to push the bill through the Senate before fast-track 
reconciliation instructions expire on September 30. Such a strategy would violate the principles of 
“regular order” even more egregiously than the non-transparent, partisan process under which 
Congress has considered previous repeal bills. It would amount to passing a poorly understood bill 
through the Senate within two weeks without comprehensive hearings, floor debate, or input from 
constituents — and without a full Congressional Budget Office (CBO) analysis of the bill’s impact 
on coverage, on Medicaid, on access for people with pre-existing conditions, on premiums and out-
of-pocket costs for people with individual-market coverage, and on the stability of the individual 
market. House members would then vote on the bill with no opportunity for changes.  

 
Several senators, including Senators Cassidy and Graham, criticized the House earlier this year for 

rushing a bill that its members didn’t fully understand and in a process that wasn’t transparent. And 
several senators acknowledged after the Senate failed to pass a repeal bill in July that it was a mistake 
to go through a closed, partisan process, without a full set of hearings or public input. Senator John 
McCain, for example, called for a return to “regular order of committee hearings, open debate and 
amendments from both sides of the aisle,” while Senator Orrin Hatch argued that “it’s pretty clear 
that the parties will need to work together if any of this is going to improve.”1 Indeed, bipartisan 
efforts are underway through regular order that could improve the health care system, through 
strengthening the individual market and extending funding for the Children’s Health Insurance 
Program.  

 
Yet Senators Cassidy and Graham and their counterparts appear set to take the exact approach 

they criticized, precisely in order to hide the bill’s damaging impact on coverage, consumer costs, 
and consumer protections. Cassidy-Graham is in many ways as bad as — or worse than — previous 

                                                
1 See “Statement by Senator John McCain on Graham-Cassidy,” September 6, 2017, 
https://www.mccain.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2017/9/statement-by-senator-john-mccain-on-graham-cassidy;  
“Hatch Opening Statement at Finance Committee Health Care Hearing,” September 12, 2017, 
https://www.finance.senate.gov/chairmans-news/hatch-opening-statement-at-finance-committee-health-care-hearing.    
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repeal bills that have failed to pass Congress this year.2 It would repeal both the ACA’s Medicaid 
expansion and the subsidies that help people purchase coverage through the insurance marketplaces, 
replacing them with a deeply insufficient block grant that would disappear entirely in 2027.3 It would 
allow states to eliminate or weaken protections for people with pre-existing conditions, enabling 
insurers to once again charge higher premiums based on health status and exclude essential health 
benefits.4 And it would cap and cut the underlying Medicaid program (on top of ending the 
Medicaid expansion), threatening coverage for tens of millions of people with disabilities, seniors, 
and families with children. Yet the process that Congress would take to pass the bill would be 
designed to hide the damaging impact of those changes. 

 
Senate Can Pick Up Where It Left Off in July 

When Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell pulled the House-passed American Health Care 
Act (AHCA) from the floor on July 28, he effectively pushed a “pause” button on the repeal 
process, allowing himself and the Senate to pick up exactly where they left off.  

 
As of July 28, the Senate had already completed the required hours of debate over the AHCA and 

was taking up amendments to the bill. If McConnell chooses to move forward, he would 
presumably offer Cassidy-Graham as an amendment to the AHCA, which would effectively replace 
it as the text under consideration. If that amendment received the votes of 50 senators, the Senate 
could proceed to final passage, which could also occur with a simple majority vote. (Other 
amendments could also be offered under the “vote-a-rama” process.) Significantly, there would be 
no opportunity for floor debate on the Cassidy-Graham amendment, or any other amendment. The Senate 
must complete that process before midnight on September 30, when the reconciliation instructions 
passed in the 2017 budget resolution expire. Starting in October, the bill will no longer have its fast-
track protection and so would surely require 60 votes to pass. 

 
Bill Can Become Law Without Comprehensive CBO Analysis of Its Impact on 
Coverage and Costs 

In order to be considered under reconciliation rules, the Cassidy-Graham bill must be analyzed by 
CBO to ensure that it reduces the deficit in both its first decade and afterwards. (The bill’s large cuts 
to health coverage in the near term and its even deeper cuts in the long term virtually guarantee that 
it would clear this bar.) In addition, the parliamentarian would have to rule that the bill complies 

                                                
2 Jacob Leibenluft et al., “Like Other ACA Repeal Bills, Cassidy-Graham Plan Would Add Millions to Uninsured, 
Destabilize Individual Market,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, updated September 18, 2017, 
https://www.cbpp.org/research/health/like-other-aca-repeal-bills-cassidy-graham-plan-would-add-millions-to-
uninsured.  
3 Edwin Park and Matt Broaddus, “Cassidy-Graham Plan’s Damaging Cuts to Health Care Funding Would Grow 
Dramatically in 2027,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, updated September 16, 2017, 
https://www.cbpp.org/research/health/cassidy-graham-plans-damaging-cuts-to-health-care-funding-would-grow-
dramatically-in.  
4 Aviva Aron-Dine, “Cassidy-Graham’s Waiver Authority Would Gut Protections for People with Pre-Existing 
Conditions,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, September 15, 2017, https://www.cbpp.org/blog/cassidy-
grahams-waiver-authority-would-gut-protections-for-people-with-pre-existing-conditions.  
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with other aspects of the so-called Byrd rule, which governs what kinds of legislation the Senate may 
consider through reconciliation. 

 
But CBO has made clear5 it will not have an opportunity to provide estimates of the bill’s full 

impact on coverage and costs before the Senate (or House) must vote by the end of the month — 
and no such report is necessary for the bill to move forward. That means senators (and later, House members) 
would vote on the bill without a complete examination, by CBO or experts in an open hearing 
process, as to what it would actually do.  

 
Such a CBO report would likely illustrate the ways that the bill’s cuts — $243 billion through a 

block grant and another $175 billion through a per capita cap to Medicaid between 2020 and 2026 
— would shrink health coverage. And analysis of the bill’s even larger cuts in the second decade 
would show far deeper damage as the block grant disappears. (The cut would jump to $299 billion in 
2027 alone.) Likewise, a CBO report could show how undoing the ACA’s basic structure, including 
its key consumer protections, could raise premiums for millions of people and put coverage entirely 
out of reach for people with pre-existing conditions. 

 
This approach of voting without a full CBO analysis would be similar to the only other vote so far 

this year that has advanced a repeal bill: the House’s passage of the AHCA. In that case, House 
Republican leadership claimed that the so-called MacArthur amendment, which secured the votes 
needed for passage, would not undo protections for people with pre-existing conditions (and that 
the Upton amendment would adequately address any problems).6 After passage, CBO verified 
critics’ concerns that the MacArthur amendment would undermine these protections and that the 
Upton amendment would have little effect; CBO estimated that states with one-sixth of the nation’s 
population would allow insurers to once again charge higher, unaffordable premiums to people with 
pre-existing conditions.7  

 
In fact, concerns about the MacArthur amendment led Sen. Cassidy to describe his “Jimmy 

Kimmel test,” which pledged to protect people with pre-existing conditions. 8 Yet the Cassidy-
Graham bill contains language similar to the MacArthur amendment. 

 
As with the House vote on the AHCA, CBO would presumably provide a later report with 

comprehensive estimates of Cassidy-Graham’s impact. Thus, members who vote for Cassidy-
Graham would still be confronted with a report showing that the bill they supported cuts coverage, 
                                                
5 Deborah Kilroe and Leigh Angres, “CBO aims to provide preliminary assessment of Graham-Cassidy bill by early next 
week,” Congressional Budget Office, September 18, 2017, https://www.cbo.gov/publication/53116.  
6 “VERIFIED: MacArthur and Upton Amendments Strengthen AHCA, Protect People with Pre-Existing Conditions,” 
Speaker Ryan Press Office, May 2, 2017, http://www.speaker.gov/general/verified-macarthur-amendment-strengthens-
ahca-protects-people-pre-existing-conditions.  
7 Jacob Leibenluft, “CBO Analysis Refutes Ryan Claims that House Health Bill Maintains Protections for Pre-Existing 
Conditions,” Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, May 26, 2017, https://www.cbpp.org/research/health/cbo-
analysis-refutes-ryan-claims-that-house-health-bill-maintains-protections-for.  
8 Kristine Phillips, “‘Does it pass the Jimmy Kimmel test?’ asks GOP senator who authored proposal to replace 
Obamacare,” Washington Post, May 6, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2017/05/06/does-it-
pass-the-jimmy-kimmel-test-asks-senator-who-authored-proposal-to-replace-obamacare/?utm_term=.437f8cad5991.  
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raises costs, and removes protections for people with pre-existing conditions. But that report may 
not be available until after the bill has become law. Sen. Graham, among many other senators, 
himself criticized the House for rushing to passage without a score or an open process — yet he 
now advocates a nearly identical approach in the Senate.9 
 
House Almost Certainly Couldn’t Amend Bill 

In every step of the ACA repeal process to date, repeal proponents have promised that a bill can 
be fixed later in the process so long as it moves forward. House members promised that the Senate 
would fixed the AHCA; by the time the Senate voted in late July, the pledge was that any further 
issues would be worked out in a conference in the House.  

 
Even though the current version of Cassidy-Graham is the most poorly understood of any repeal 

bill that Congress has considered to date, there will be no similar opportunity for revision if it passes 
the Senate. As noted above, in order to pass the bill with a simple majority vote, the Senate must act 
by September 30, before reconciliation instructions expire. And if the House amended a Senate-
passed bill, the bill would have to go back to the Senate, which would have to approve that amended 
bill by September 30 to retain its reconciliation protections — or else face a 60-vote threshold for 
passage. 

 
In practice, that means the House would almost certainly face the prospect of a straight up-or-

down vote on a repeal bill that has not been fully analyzed for its impact on the health of millions of 
people. Moreover, Republican House members in states that the bill targets for especially large cuts, 
like California, New York, and New Jersey, may be faced with a particularly stark choice of either 
voting against repeal or voting for a bill explicitly designed to penalize their state relative to other states. 

 

                                                
9 Abigail Abrams, “Lindsey Graham: House GOP Health Care Bill ‘Should Be Viewed With Caution,’” TIME, May 4, 
2017, http://time.com/4767461/lindsey-graham-republican-health-care-bill-obamacare-repeal-ahca/.  


